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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: 

While many sexual assault prevention and response programs are centered around perpetrator and             

bystander involvement, alcohol, and toxic masculinity, physical space is an integral component of sex that is                

often excluded from these conversations. The campus structure and culture of boarding school highlights              

spatial dynamics that blur the lines of consent -- elements as simple as dorm room furniture, roommates, and                  

policies based on the in loco parentis doctrine create pressure, power inequalities, and unclear intentions when                

it comes to sex. Through peer-reviewed research, interviews, and surveys, it is apparent that even minimal                

updates to spaces on boarding school campuses -- making small shifts interdorming policy, creating more               

communal spaces, and re-allocating single occupancy dorm rooms -- can greatly impact sexual assault              

outcomes and foster safer and healthier intimate encounters between students. 

AUTHOR’S NOTE: 

I would like to preface this advocacy memo by acknowledging that I moved through my four years at                  

The Taft School in a position of privilege. Every interaction that I encountered within the towering front gates                  

of campus -- from an intimate one-time hookup (see Appendix A) to a purely platonic friendship -- I                  

experienced through the lens of a cisgender, heterosexual, white female. Trying to accurately speak to the                

struggles faced by students who are not cis, straight, white, nor female would be doing them a disservice.                  

While I sought to interview and survey a diverse group of students, alumni, and faculty members, all of my                   

questions were primarily centered around the deeply heteronormative sexual culture sewn into the fabric of               

prep school. This memo is merely a point of access through which I hope will both instigate and inspire larger                    

conversations about gender identity, sexual orientation, and socioeconomic status -- factors which I chose to               

temporarily sideline until I am able to expand and forge ahead with this initiative. I am willing to be contacted                    

by future student researchers and am willing to work with Georgetown University to move my proposal                

forward, and I can be reached through the Title IX for a New Generation Initiative. 

PART I: BACKGROUND. The American Tradition of Prep School 

To the public eye, prep school is embodied by the semi-formal dress codes, the demanding academic                

and athletic schedules, and the historical brick buildings. However, a stark discrepancy exists between this               

public facade and what actually transpires on their campuses. The secluded nature of this part of American                 

culture conceals hypersexualized practices that exist within schools like Taft. The unique spaces at prep school                

do not serve as merely a backdrop for sexual intimacy; rather, they play the role of a third participant in the                     

rendezvous, creating and influencing student actions, interactions, and behaviors. 

How do spatial dynamics such as power, privacy, and sexual geography make co-ed preparatory              

boarding schools (grades 9-12) high-risk environments for sexual assault and reluctant acquiescence? More             

broadly, how do certain spaces complicate consent? The structure of a prep school formulates a paradigm case                 

of how space is inextricably linked to sexual culture. Sex at prep school manifests in the decaying spaces.                  



Age-old policies that disallow intimacy on campus encourage students to sneak around into stairwells, laundry               

rooms, and empty classrooms late at night, forcing them to put their integrity and self-respect aside at risk of a                    

permissions violation (see Appendix A) or even the possibility of expulsion. Examining this acutely focused               

research question will provide substantial evidence that will guide my future work delving into the more broad,                 

over-reaching question at hand.  

PART II: ANALYSIS. Understanding Power, Privacy, and Sexual Geography 

Peer-Reviewed Literature: 

Sexual Citizens: A Landmark Study of Sex, Power, and Assault on Campus is a groundbreaking study of                 

sex and sexual assault at the university level. In particular, the researchers conducted ethnographic fieldwork at                

Columbia University -- which bears a lot of similarities to Taft (which is also an elite institution on the east                    

coast). Sexual Citizens explores the often overlooked (but nonetheless significant) social drivers of assault by               

concentrating on the ecosystems in which these crimes occur. The researchers coined the term “sexual               

geography” to reference the landscapes and built environments (on both college and high school campuses)               

through which students move, where they converse, and where they have sex (Hirsch & Khan, Sexual Citizens                 

234). These physical spaces have the capacity to amplify pre-existing power inequalities, which is a known                

risk factor for sexual assault.  

The researchers found that students often interpret factors that have nothing to do with consent as                

permission to have sex. Take dorm room furniture selection -- for instance. While at first, something as small                  

as furniture seems entirely unrelated to sexual assault, consent isn’t always entirely straightforward when              

students assume that physical presence in certain spaces signifies a nonverbal yes (Hirsch & Khan, How                

College Dorm Rooms Facilitate Sexual Assault). The traditional setup of a dorm room (two beds, two dressers,                 

and two desks crammed into a 150 square foot space) essentially forces two people -- whether platonic or                  

intimate -- to sit on a bed together. If they sit separately, the empty space between the two seems awkward, but                     

sitting together means inevitably sharing a bed, which has a strong sexual and suggestive connotation. The                

team heard from one student who was assaulted after someone confused her being in their room alone at night                   

as consent, contending: “let’s be real: you’re here, so you want this” (Hirsch & Khan, Sexual Citizens 195). It                   

is absolutely critical for students to be able to recognize that having someone in their dorm room or even on                    

their bed does not mean that they want to have sex, but only means that the person wants to visit their room or                       

sit on their bed. 

The role of roommates is another less-obvious geographical feature that affects the negotiation of sex               

on campus. While mandating first-year students to have roommates may be productive in many ways, having                

to share a bedroom often nudges younger women into spaces controlled by older men (Hirsch & Khan, How                  

College Dorm Rooms Facilitate Sexual Assault). The common first-year roommate requirement creates more             

private, single-occupancy spaces for upperclassmen (juniors and seniors), and an unforeseen repercussion of             



this policy is that older students -- those who hold most social power on campus -- are granted disproportionate                   

access to and control over these spaces. Hence, the easiest way to avoid the uncomfortable “can you leave for                   

an hour so that I can have sex?” conversation with a roommate is to move into spaces controlled by the elder                     

partner -- usually the man (Hirsch & Khan, Sexual Citizens 135). Secondary factors such as maturity,                

experience, knowledge, and confidence heighten this age-gap power imbalance and make younger students             

even more vulnerable. 

Prep schools are institutions primarily designed to prepare students (both socially and academically) for              

college life. But above all, these schools serve as a home to their inhabitants -- at least during the academic                    

year. Legally, a boarding school functions in loco parentis; the faculty and staff who reside within and are                  

employed by the school have the duty to care for their students in place of the parent. This protective role feels                     

-- for the most part -- comforting; in my personal experience, knowing that my teachers and dorm parents (see                   

Appendix A) were always there to support me was reassuring. However, taking on the responsibility of a                 

parent also means punishing students and forbidding conduct that might interfere with the functioning of the                

school: 10 PM curfew, rigid interdorming rules (see Appendix A), firm intimacy policies, and an               

overwhelmingly sex-negative attitude amongst employees.  

In his memoir, Privilege: The Making of An Adolescent Elite at St. Paul’s School, Shamus Khan                

describes how romantic and physical relationships can be managed within the framework of a boarding school                

where sex is not permitted on campus. He argues, however, that students’ sexual experiences should not be                 

handled within the realm of in loco parentis. Age-old intimacy policies might actually be counterproductive,               

incentivizing students to sneak around into spaces that create uneven power dynamics and limit conversations               

about consent (Khan, 127). The recent emergence of numerous sexual assault allegations within prep schools               

has reinforced Khan’s thesis. For instance, in May 2014, the media brought light to survivor Chessy Prout’s                 

story. In her new book, I Have the Right To: A High School Survivor’s Story of Sexual Assault, Justice, and                    

Hope, Prout recounts the particularly obscure space within which her assault occurred. When she was a                

15-year-old freshman at St. Paul’s School, Owen Labrie -- a popular senior boy -- sexually assaulted Prout in                  

an off-limits locked mechanical room. These types of sexual geographies that subsist in prep schools               

exacerbate power asymmetries and “allow girls to be treated as objects, or targets, in games of sexual                 

conquest” (Prout & Abelson). 

Interview Takeaways: 

I conducted my first informational interview with Shannon Guidotti, who holds multiple administrative             

positions at The Taft School, including Science Department Chair, Centennial Dormitory Faculty Director, and              

Gender Committee Founder. Faculty members are key players in the hookup culture at boarding schools. They                

create and implement rules and hold the most power within the community. In order to really change the                  

landscape of intimacy at boarding schools, the faculty will need to understand why the current cultural climate                 



might be harmful to students. Guidotti voiced her candid opinions on the current situation regarding intimacy                

on campus -- focusing mainly on interdorming policy.  

She explained that students are allowed to visit dorms of the opposite gender, but only on specific                 

nights at specific times -- and this privilege comes with a strict set of rules. Every student must sign their                    

visitor in and out with the faculty member on duty in the dorm that night, as well as prop their door open with a                        

trash can for the entire duration of the visit. According to the Taft student handbook, the school “does not                   

condone students’ sexual activity while on campus” (17), so -- in accordance with the in loco parentis mantra --                   

couples are also told to expect a faculty member to drop by at any time during interdorming hours. Guidotti                   

expressed that since she feels the need to assume the role of the parent in these situations, the open-door policy                    

creates transparency and a safe space. However, Guidotti admits that the sexual landscape at Taft sends a                 

message that boys and girls cannot hang out with or visit one another’s dorm rooms platonically. “This might                  

be because there aren’t really very many spaces where people are able to hang out with each other” she stated                    

in the interview. “The physical spaces at Taft need to change. We need more park benches and picnic tables                   

outside to sit and have private conversations. More common spaces. We need to normalize these types of                 

interactions between students before anything else” (Guidotti). 

My second interviewee was Charlotte Klein, an alumnus of The Taft School (‘15), a freelance               

contributor at Vanity Fair, and a fact-checker for New York Magazine. For her honors senior thesis at                 

Wesleyan University, The Final Evening Bell: A Prep School Memoir, Klein chose to write about the                

unknowability and mystique of boarding school life (Klein, 4). From our thought-provoking conversation, I              

gained a first-hand account of the very real consequences and faults of boarding school hookup culture as well                  

as suggestions for improvement. The single most problematic aspect of hookup culture at Taft, according to                

Klein, is privacy. Since certain intimacy policies at Taft -- such as interdorming -- prohibit students to be                  

behind closed doors with someone of the opposite sex, couples seeking privacy are essentially forced to sneak                 

around and hookup in other objectively uncomfortable and disgusting spots -- places Klein says she could                

never imagine being intimate in now. She recounts having sex behind laundry machines, in empty classrooms                

and stairways, in teachers’ offices, and on the athletic fields. In her memoir, she describes sex on campus as                   

“an activity that had once felt like lust and rebellion but soon became a kind of quiet, humiliating pain” (58).  

In terms of interdorming -- Klein viewed the open-door rule as the most demeaning regulation of the                 

process; no one could ever be entirely comfortable being intimate out of fear that a dorm parent would walk in.                    

Even when she and her partner were able to find another spot on campus, there was always a lingering                   

uneasiness about a teacher, security guard, or fellow student catching them in the act. Because of these rare                  

moments of privacy, Klein distinctly remembers feeling obligated to hooking up -- as though sex were some                 

sort of necessity on her part than an activity she and her partner both enjoyed. The structure and geography of                    

the school itself -- the countless rules, the architecture, and the culture -- creates this enormous sense of                  

pressure when it comes to consenting.  



PART III: RECOMMENDATIONS. Proposal To Promote Sexual Well-Being 

Based on the peer-reviewed literature, interview takeaways, and survey results, it is abundantly clear              

that space and sex are inseparably linked. Moreover, on prep school campuses specifically, moments alone               

with a partner are uncommon -- especially moments in safe and sex-friendly places. Due to the open-door                 

interdorming regulations enforced at most boarding schools, when students do find themselves in a situation               

behind closed doors and unsupervised (in a laundry room, stairwell, or classroom), there is an automatic                

feeling of luck, urgency, and necessity to hookup because of this far and few between moment of privacy. This                   

misfire is what Sexual Citizens refers to as “the frantic minuet of finding space to have sex” (Hirsch & Khan,                    

Sexual Citizens 160). Many conversations about consent are often brief and the answer is assumed to be a yes                   

based on mere presence in certain spaces. If students are granted safe places to have sex through a closed-door                   

interdorming policy, reluctant acquiescence will become less frequent and conversations about consent will             

become the status quo.  

Recommendation #1 - Interdorming Policy Reform: 

A closed-door policy is absolutely critical in encouraging students to have mature and healthy              

relationships -- not just sexually, but also emotionally. “Relationships I held with my closest friends, mentors,                

and partners at Taft did not develop with the door open. Neither the most private conversation nor funny banter                   

was overheard by whoever stood listening in the hall” (Charlotte Klein, 64). In the spirit of in loco parentis, a                    

school has the legal right to forbid sexual activity on campus; however, these administrators should not believe                 

that this rule will actually prevent students from having sex. Now is the time for prep schools to accept their                    

students as sexually maturing beings who deserve autonomy and support rather than punishment. Shifting              

towards a more sex-positive campus culture and allowing for closed-door interdorming is an excellent first               

step. 

Recommendation #2 - Restructuring Campus Spaces: 

These types of community-level interventions need to be complemented by a broader, more reformative              

approach in order to create safe sexual geographies -- not just within dorm rooms -- but throughout entire                  

campuses. It is distinctly ironic that prep schools invest such large quantities of money into physical spaces to                  

make them aesthetically pleasing for attractive applicants and potential donors, but fail to employ these funds                

when thinking about the safety and well-being of their students. Schools must completely shift the underlying                

reasoning for why they want to modify or update campus spaces by placing emphasis on harm-reduction and                 

diminishing rather than perpetuating power inequalities.  

Social architecture refers to the conscious design of space that encourages a desired range of social                

behaviors. It functions under social psychologist Kurt Lewin’s equation: B = f (p,e) which translates roughly to                 

“behavior is the function of a person within their environment” (Arnold). Social architecture within the prep                

school sex culture sphere would encompass the creation of more communal spaces (dormitory common areas,               



outdoor tables, lounges, couches in dorm rooms, etc.) available to all students -- whether for personal                

conversations or casual gatherings with friends -- which will serve as neutral areas that are not automatically                 

interpreted as sexual. Reallocating single-occupancy dorm rooms to more lowerclassmen is another            

uncomplicated strategy to level out the power asymmetries that exist between intimate partners, especially              

when an age difference complicates this dynamic. Social architecture is a useful tool in envisioning what prep                 

school campuses would look like if safety and sexual well-being were designed into these spaces. 

Conclusion: 

Expanding the conversation by considering students within the context of their environment, their             

relationships, and the spaces and campus culture through which they move is the key to improving sexual                 

well-being in prep schools. In loco parentis shouldn’t be about scaring or punishing students about intimacy;                

rather, this institutional framework should aim to help students develop into adults who have healthy intimate                

lives. Right now, amidst the COVID-19 pandemic, universities around the world are talking about space more                

than ever before. The researchers and committees that are currently exploring how we can reorganize campus                

spaces to control the Coronavirus have already been formed. We’re already having a conversation about space                

and public health. Now is the perfect opportunity to do so through a gendered lens as well. “Urban planners                   

build speed bumps and curb cuts to protect pedestrians from drivers who are more focused on getting                 

somewhere fast than on who they might hurt on the way there” (Hirsch & Khan, How College Dorm Rooms                   

Facilitate Sexual Assault). In parallel, communal spaces, couches, and geographies better built for students on               

prep school campuses might produce the same effects: these spaces are designed to give students the                

opportunity to slow down and check-in with their partners to make sure they want to go in the same direction.  
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